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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a discriminative representation method of head

images is proposed, which is based on parts and poses for

identity-independent head pose estimation. Head images are

preprocessed to enhance the facial features and eliminate the

identity information by skin color model and Laplacian of

Gaussian transform. Then, the preprocessed images are used

to construct a eigenpose subspace by a matrix factorization

method. The testing head images are represented as the pro-

jections of the eigenpose subspace in which we can easily

find the decision function for head pose estimation. The pro-

posed representation method evaluated on the standard head

pose database and real-time videos achieves higher pose esti-

mation accuracy than other methods.

Index Terms— Feature extraction, Head pose estimation,

Pattern recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Robust and accurate head pose estimation is a classic problem

in computer vision because it helps the computer to determine

human identity and focus of attention in the scene [1]. It has

been widely used in many human-centered computing appli-

cations such as view-independent face detection systems [2],

multi-view face recognition systems [3].

To satisfy the requirement of the majority of human-

machine interaction applications, head pose estimation is

supposed to be based on the following design criteria [1]: 1)

a desirable representation for head pose estimation should be

identity-independent (i.e., the model trained on training data

is capable of generalizing on data from unknown identity)

[4]; 2) the representation should work well on monocular

low-resolution head pose images which is beneficial to in-

creasing the system’s efficiency and reduce the cost of the

system [5]. Under such conditions, the robustness of the
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identity-independent head pose estimation should be con-

sidered, and the estimation accuracy should be improved

because of large-pose variations.

In this paper, we present a head image representation

method based on parts and poses for head pose estimation.

Parts-based method corresponds better to the intuition of

combining parts of head pose in order to create a whole

head pose. And poses-based method means projecting a new

head pose image to the eigenpose subspace in order to get a

maximal response of the corresponding pose. Thus, we pro-

pose Poses-based Non-negative Matrix Factorization method

(PNMF) to obtain the basic images (eigenposes) which is

used to represent the head pose images. Our representa-

tion method involves the following three steps. Firstly, head

pose images are preprocessed to enhance the facial features

and eliminate the identity information by skin color model

and Laplacian of Gaussian transform (LoG). Secondly, the

preprocessed images are used to construct the eigenpose sub-

space by the PNMF. Finally, we represent testing head pose

images by the projections of the eigenpose subspace in which

we can easily estimate the head poses by pattern classification

or nonlinear regression methods. The whole representation

framework can alleviate the effect of personal information

and large pose variations for head pose estimation.

2. RELATED WORK

From literatures [1, 6], we broadly classify the existing meth-

ods for head pose estimation into four distinct categories: (1)

Template matching methods use the nearest neighbor classi-

fication to find the most similar view of a new head pose.

(2) Appearance-based methods develop a functional mapping

from the image or feature data to a head pose measurement

by pattern classification or nonlinear regression tools. (3)

Geometric methods [7] use the relative configuration of fa-

cial landmarks (such as eyes, mouth, nose tip) to determine

poses. (4) Dimensionality reduction methods [4, 6, 8] seek

a low-dimensional continuous manifold constrained by the

pose variations, and then new images can be embedded into

these manifolds and used for template matching or regression.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of image preprocessing. (a) A gray scale

image. (b) Facial features enhanced image by skin color

model. (c) Edge enhanced image by the LoG transform.

Geometric methods is considered as local methods, which

usually estimate head poses from a set of facial features such

as eyes, nose and mouth [7]. However, the features need to be

located from high-resolution images, and the difficulties lie

in detecting the features with high precision and accuracy [1].

In contrast to local methods, global methods which involve

template matching, appearance-based and dimensionality re-

duction methods use the entire head pose image to estimate

head poses. They do not suffer from these problems and have

achieved good results for head pose estimation [4, 6].

In this paper, we present a parts-based method for head

pose estimation which corresponds to the intuition of combin-

ing parts of head pose in order to create a whole one. And we

also propose an extension of NMF, called Poses-based Non-

negative Matrix Factorization method (PNMF), which finds

the approximate matrix factorization to minimize the KL di-

vergence, and at the same time minimize the distance between

the eigenposes and the objective poses.

3. HEAD IMAGE REPRESENTATION

In this section, we will describe our representation method

which involves the following steps: The head images are pre-

processed to enhance the facial features and eliminate the

identity information by skin color model and Laplacian of

Gaussian (LoG) transform. Then, the preprocessed images

are used to construct the eigenpose subspace. The testing

head images are represented as the projections of the eigen-

pose subspace.

3.1. Head Image Preprocessing

The facial features are much significant to estimate the head

pose for us, and the used features should be independent of

identity information for identity-independent head pose esti-

mation. Thus, we enhance the facial features by skin color in-

formation to stand out more significative facial features than

other features (ground features, hair features, etc.). Because

pose variation in head pose images is a direct result of geo-

metric transformation and it is irrelevant to texture informa-

tion, we filter the images with the LoG transform for edge

enhancement. This procedure can also eliminate identity in-

formation for the identity-independent head pose estimation.

Fig.1 (a) and (b) are respectively an original gray scale

image and the enhanced image by the skin color model. After

enhanced, the facial features are more remarkable in the head

pose image. In the Fig.1, (c) shows the enhanced image by

the LoG transform.

3.2. Head Image Representation Methods

Assume that the training images are {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, tak-

ing values in an M dimensional feature space (i.e. xk ∈
Rn1×n2 = RM ). The representation of the head images

aims to find a transformation W mapping the original M di-

mensional image space into an m dimensional feature space,

where m is less than M . The head poses should be easily

decided in the low dimensional space by a decision function.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an classic global

method of dimensionality reduction and used for comparison

of our method.

3.2.1. PCA and PCA-eigenposes

PCA uses a linear dimensionality reduction transformation

that maximizes the scatter of all projected images and de-

composes the images by the basis images (eigenposes). The

average head pose is x = 1
N

∑N
k=1 xk, and the variation of

each head pose from the average is x′
k = xk − x. Then, the

W ∈ RM×m of the total scatter matrix ST =
∑N

k=1 x′
kx′T

k

is a set of eigenposes with m is less than M . The original

images is reconstructed as linear combinations of the basis

images W as X = WH . The entries of W and H are

of arbitrary signs. In the first rows of Fig. 2, the six PCA-

eigenposes explain that the PCA-based head pose representa-

tion is a global method from the eigenpose images.

3.2.2. NMF and NMF-eigenposes

Contrary to the PCA, Non-negative Matrix Factorization

(NMF) does not allow negative entries in the matrix fac-

tors W and H [9]. NMF attempts to find an approximate

factorization for Y = WH ≈ X that minimizes the diver-

gence D between X and Y subject to W ≥ 0, H ≥ 0 and

W = [wik]M×m,
∑M

i=1 wik = 1,∀k [9]. The cost function

D to be minimized is given explicitly by:

D(X, Y ) =
∑
i,j

(
Xij log

Xij

(WH)ij
− Xij + (WH)ij

)
(1)

The cost function is minimized through an iterative pro-

cess by applying an auxiliary function [9]. When the mini-

mum is found, the basis images (eigenposes) contain parts-

based image features in W . The parts-based image features

H can just be used to construct the head poses. The second

row of Fig. 2 shows six NMF-eigenposes. Each eigenpose is

based on parts, and a new head pose image can be represented

by the basis images (eigenposes) [9].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the eigenposes. The PCA-eigenposes

are shown in the top row, and the eigenposes obtained by

NMF and PNMF are shown in the second and bottom row.

3.2.3. Poses-based NMF (PNMF) and PNMF-eigenposes

The NMF-eigenposes use parts information to represent head

pose images. However, the pose information is very important

for obtaining the maximum corresponding of the objective

poses. Thus, we add poses information to the basic images

by imposing additional restrictions to the objective function

D in the NMF method. If we have the shape of the objective

poses W obj , then they can be used for directing NMF method

to get pose-based eigenposes. The cost function D is then:

D(X, Y ) =
∑
i,j

(
Xij log

Xij

(WH)ij
− Xij + (WH)ij

)

+λ
∑
j,k

(
Wjk − W obj

jk

)2 , (2)

where λ represents a constant for expressing the importance

of the additional constraint, and it is set to about 0.5 in the ex-

periments. W obj is the matrix containing the objective poses-

based images, and it is approximately taken by the mean of

the training head poses in the latter experiment. Taking the

derivative with respect to H and W, the gradient algorithm

then states:

Hab ← Hab

∑M
i=1 (WiaXib)

/ ∑m
k=1 (WikHkb)∑M

i=1 Wia

(3)

Wca ← Wca

∑N
j=1 (HajXcj)

/ ∑m
k=1 (WckHkj)∑N

j=1 Haj + 2λ(W − W obj)ca

(4)

Wca ← Wca∑M
j=1 Wja

(5)

From the Eq. (4), we see that the main difference between

our new algorithm and the traditional NMF method is the new

update rule for W which integrates the poses information.

To summarize, PCA and NMF are respectively a global

method and a parts-based method which are reflected in the

eigenposes. Fig. 2 shows the eigenposes obtained by the three

methods where we can initially see that PNMF provides a

Fig. 3. Mean error with the different degrees of tilt angle.

new representation method based on different poses and parts.

The eigenposes shown in the bottom row are more like the

different poses than the others. The first one in the bottom

row is right orientation head pose image and the second one

is left orientation head pose image.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Experiment with the Standard Databases

We implement the head pose image representation scheme for

head pose estimation and present the results on the public

head pose database (Pointing’04 database [10]). The Point-

ing’04 database consists of 15 sets of images. Each set con-

tains 2 series of 93 images of the same person, and the 93

head poses are determined by yaw and tile degrees, which

vary from -90◦ to +90◦.

To show the performance of person-independent head

pose estimation of low-resolution head pose images, we set

the resolution of images to 24 × 32 pixels. We build each

model using the data of 26 subjects, and use the remain-

ing subjects for testing. To evaluate the performance of our

system, we use average absolute error which is computed

by averaging the difference between expected pose and es-

timated pose for all images. Precise classification rate and

classification within ±15◦ accuracy [10] are also computed.

The top figure of Fig. 3 shows the mean classification er-

rors of the schemes based on PCA, NMF, HOSVD [11] and

PNMF with the different degrees of tilt angle. For large-angle

head poses, the error of the PNMF-based scheme is lower

than those of the schemes based on PCA, NMF and HOSVD

which shows the better performance of PNMF-based repre-

sentation. In Fig. 3, the bottom figure shows the mean clas-

sification errors (within ±15◦) of the schemes based on PCA,
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Table 1. Results on head pose estimation.

Metric PNMF HOSVD[11] NMF PCA

Mean yaw err 11.26◦ 12.90◦ 12.18◦ 13.73◦

Mean tilt err 12.87◦ 17.97◦ 13.51◦ 14.78◦

Classification 50.6% 49.3% 47.8% 45.9%

NMF, HOSVD and PNMF. The error level of the PNMF-

based scheme is lower which shows the better stability of

PNMF-based representation.

The results are shown as Table 1 based on the same image

preprocessing and different metric. The head pose estima-

tors achieve mean yaw error 11.26◦, mean tilt error 12.87◦,

average 50.6% classification accuracy). We can see that the

results of the PNMF-based scheme are in all respects better

than those of the schemes based on PCA, NMF and HOSVD.

4.2. Experiment with Real-Time Video

We have also performed an experiment to evaluate the per-

formance of our method to estimate the head poses from im-

ages in video [12]. The eigenpose subspace is obtained by

the two standard data shown in the Section 4.1. The head

pose images in video are cropped manually and set to 24×32
pixels, and then used to predict the head poses. Fig. 4 il-

lustrate some images of the example and the corresponding

predicted poses which are illustrated by the arrows in the yaw

and tilt axes. We can not obtain accurate ground truth to quan-

titatively evaluate the results, but most of head poses are es-

timated accurately. The experiment shows that our method

performed well and can be used in the real world scenarios.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a discriminative representation of head images is

proposed for identity-independent head pose estimation. The

representation method based on parts and poses has the po-

tential to get better representation for large variational head

poses in the scheme. For person-independent head pose es-

timation, the system achieved average yaw error 11.26◦ and

average tilt error 12.87◦ on the low-resolution head pose im-

ages. The experiment based on real-time videos shows that

our method performed well. In future, we plan to evaluate

the proposed method in terms of feasibility for more complex

real world scenarios.
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